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Technology is changing money: it has been transformed from physical objects to intangible

information. With the arrival of smart cards, mobile phones and Bitcoin it has become easier

than ever to create new forms of money. Crucially, money is also inextricably connected with

our identities. Your card or phone is a security device that can identify you – and link

information about you to your money. To see where these developments might be taking us,

David Birch looks back over the history of money, spanning thousands of years. He sees in the

past, both recent and ancient, evidence for several possible futures. Looking further back to a

world before cash and central banks, there were multiple ‘currencies’ operating at the level of

communities, and the use of barter for transactions. Perhaps technology will take us back to

the future, a future that began back in 1971, when money became a claim backed by

reputation rather than by physical commodities of any kind. Since then, money has been bits.

The author shows that these phenomena are not only possible in the future, but already upon

us. We may well want to make transactions in Tesco points, Air Miles, Manchester United

pounds, Microsoft dollars, Islamic e-gold or Cornish e-tin. The use of cash is already in decline,

and is certain to vanish from polite society. The newest technologies will take money back to its

origins: a substitute for memory, a record of mutual debt obligations within multiple overlapping

communities. This time though, money will be smart. It will be money that reflects the values of

the communities that produced it. Future money will know where it has been, who has been

using it and what they have been using it for.

"David Birch brings out in rich and lucid detail the full historical journey money has been

undertaking and the technological revolutions it has encountered en route. Historical scholars,

technologists, monetary economists and policy makers will all find something in here to hold

their attention, to reshape their view of history or technology, finance or policy." From the

foreword by Andrew Haldane, Chief Economist of the Bank of England and member of the

Monetary Policy Committee --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorDavid

G.W. Birch is a director of Consult Hyperion, an IT management consultancy that specializes in

electronic transactions. Described by The Telegraph as ‘one of the world’s leading experts on

digital money’, by The Independent as a ‘grade-A geek’, by the Centre for the Study of

Financial Innovation as ‘one of the most user-friendly of the UK’s uber-techies’ and by Financial

World as ‘mad’, Dave is a member of the editorial board of the E-Finance & Payments Law and

Policy Journal, a columnist for SPEED and well known for his blogs on digital money and digital

identity. He is a media commentator on electronic business issues (having appeared on BBC

television and radio, Sky and other channels around the world) and has been named by

WIRED magazine as one of their global top 15 favourite sources of business and finance

information. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Neil McEvoy, my business partners at Consult Hyperion for more than three decades. Without

them, I might never have discovered the worlds of digital identity and digital money that obsess

me today!Everything, then, must be assessed in money: for this enables men always to

exchange their services, and so makes society possible.— Aristotle (384–322 bce) in

Nicomachean Ethics, Book V, Chapter 5Foreword by Andrew HaldaneOften, the most

interesting issues in economics arise from the intersection – sometimes the collision – between

technology and society. To take an example, there is no more topical, and vexed, an economic

issue right now than the impact of new technologies (such as robots, artificial intelligence and

big data) on the world of work (individuals, sectors, communities, societies). Indeed, history

makes clear that this creative friction between technology and work has existed for many

millennia.Money is another issue that, through the ages, has illustrated vividly this complex

tango between societies and technologies. Money is a technology – indeed, a key one for

discharging obligations between people, for keeping score in the economy, for facilitating trade,

finance and commerce. But money is also a social good – indeed, a key one as an emblem of

civic identity, as a measure of societal trust and order.Technology and society have, in the

main, operated in harmony when it comes to monetary issues. As money technologies have

improved, this has tended to enhance trust in money, thereby boosting its supply and

enhancing its public good properties in society. For example, one of the most transformative

shifts in monetary technologies was from commodity to fiat monies. This not only freed up

resources for more productive uses but over time enhanced the attractiveness of money.But

new monetary technologies have not always been trust boosting, certainly not immediately.

Indeed, in the hands of the wrong government or private entrepreneur, some money

technologies have been trust busting. Some of the relative tranquillity in fiat monies over recent

centuries can probably be put down to the stabilizing role of central banks.Now a new

technological wave may be about to break over money. For some, this could herald a

completely new monetary epoch – perhaps one where money is fully digital rather than

physical, where the structures that engender trust in money are distributed rather than

centralized, where central banks’ role is changed fundamentally or even circumvented.This

issue is shaping up to be every bit as vexed as those of robots and jobs. Passions around

cashless societies run high. If nothing else, this tells us that money is, always has been and

always will be much more than a cryptographic code; it is a social convention. Old conventions

tend to change slowly. And it is society, rather than technology, that tends to choose the

destination.This book by David Birch brings out in rich and lucid detail the full historical journey

money has been undertaking and the technological revolutions it has encountered en route.

More speculatively, it also sketches the possible contours of future monetary paths, given the

possibility of transformative technological change.Historical scholars, technologists, monetary

economists and policy makers will all find something in here to hold their attention, to reshape

their view of history or technology, finance or policy. They may or may not agree on what the

next chapter in the history of money holds. But this book provides a well-researched and



engaging account of the story so far, of money in retrospect and money in prospect.Andrew

HaldaneChief Economist and Executive Director for Monetary Analysis, Research and

Statistics at the Bank of England,and member of the Monetary Policy CommitteeForeword by

Brett KingBefore Babylon, Beyond Bitcoin makes several points that are absolutely essential to

understanding why money, banks and money markets are set to be massively disrupted over

the next century. The first critical framing in the book is the undeniable truth that money is just

a technology in and of itself, and as such it cannot possibly be immune from the broad

technology shifts that we’re witnessing.From the first recognizable coin in Lydia 2,500 years

ago through sea shells, shekels, wooden tally sticks, Mondex and Bitcoin, Dave Birch takes us

on a journey through how and why money and value exchange work the way they do. More

importantly though, he examines why various currencies, money exchange systems and value

stores have succeeded while others have failed. The book’s second critical framing is the idea

that capitalism took money from a system of control largely at the whim of the owner of a

currency (such as a feudal lord) to a system based on titles to assets, and leverageable

debt.The third critical framing I took away from the book is one for those that argue about the

stickiness of cash and how hard it will be to displace. We are given plenty of examples to show

that this is not the case, including the fact that the payment card itself is clear evidence of rapid

change across technical, social, business and regulatory lines.An additional point Dave Birch

makes is about how the use of the term ‘unbanked’ is obviously part of the problem, because

forcing people to use banks is demonstrably no longer a precursor to financial inclusion – look,

for example, at what is happening in Kenya, India and China. Let us just get the argument for

the longevity of cash out of the way: it doesn’t have a future because technology will simply

force us to change the way we pay for things and store value. That said, the book does make a

case for why cash might still hang on for a few years yet.The secret to the readability of Before

Babylon, Beyond Bitcoin is the wry sense of humour, which brings us a take on the history and

the future of money that is unique. An example is this quote from the book about Sir Thomas

Gresham, one of the leading merchants in the era of Henry VIII: ‘He went on to die of apoplexy

– which may well be a common fate for those who truly understand money – and left an

astonishing legacy.’ Or this one about the bankers behind Overend & Gurney, a British Bank

that collapsed in 1866: ‘The directors were, incidentally, charged with fraud, but they got off as

the judge said that they were merely idiots, not criminals.’Birch has an insatiable appetite for

just the right story to describe what is happening and to make his point. Whether it is Internet-

powered underpants or the disruption of the Pony Express by the first transcontinental

telegraph line, it’s the story that matters. He is a natural narrator for the story of money,

especially when it comes to the changes being thrust on this ancient mechanism by rapid

technology and behavioural shifts. There are so many insights in Before Babylon, Beyond

Bitcoin that I came away with a lot more ammunition to use when talking to stalwarts who don’t

get the significance of technology in financial services and the chaos it is currently unleashing

– and the chaos that new technologies have consistently unleashed over the centuries.This is

a book that will help bridge the conceptual gaps between the world we think we have come

from and the role that money, banks and regulation have played in the past, and the near-

future world in which we will actually use money in a purely digital form. It is a book I’m proud

to endorse, not only because it’s well written, funny and full of great facts and history, but

because the author is about the smartest guy on the planet when it comes to the future of

money.If you’re in financial services and you don’t read Before Babylon, Beyond Bitcoin, you’ll

be walking into a minefield blindfolded … and you’ll likely face the same ignominious end.Brett

KingBest-selling author of Augmented: Life in the Smart Lane, host of the ‘Breaking Banks’



radio show and founder/CEO of MovenPrefaceThe creation of money is a political act.— Martin

Mayer in The Bankers (1998)When I was invited to give a talk in my home town for the very

first TED x Woking way back in January 2015, I decided to return to the topic of money. I had

been thinking a great deal about transformation in the electronic payments world for a couple

of decades, and because Bitcoin had become a topic of polite conversation, I chose to talk at

that event about the future of money. More specifically, I returned to explore the idea that

technology might be taking money back to its past, back to a more local and diverse version of

money than we are used to, something I had touched on in my previous book, Identity Is the

New Money (Birch 2014). When I was subsequently invited to prepare a piece on the future of

money for the Kings Review in July 2015, I expanded on the ideas from that TED x talk to

create a two-part series and then took the plunge and used those articles as the starting point

for this book. Having been inspired by the sociologist Nigel Dodd’s landmark The Social Life of

Money to reconsider the interplay between the technological evolutionary tree of money and its

social context, I thought it would be interesting to look to ideas from the social sciences in

conjunction with technology forecasting to create an informed view of where technology is

taking money.At one level that question cannot be answered, because the trajectory of

technology is ever-better tools. How society chooses to utilize those tools is a different matter

entirely. I hope that this book will help you think about money in a useful and structured way so

that you can generate ideas around how we – society – should be using the new tools to

evolve money.One might argue that, while neutral about the tools, technology does create a

direction of travel and nudges society along. Given that the direction of travel is broadly

towards decentralization, distribution and an overall lessening of state power, it is possible to

bring input from disciplines including social anthropology and the study of ‘palaeo-

futures’ (that is, what people used to think about the future) to make an informed and, I hope,

surprising prediction about the future of money, which is that we will return to the multiple,

overlapping community monies of the past but that they will be smart monies, monies with

values, monies that know about us.AcknowledgementsIt goes without saying that this book

would not have been possible without the support of my wife, Hara, who never got annoyed

with me sitting up typing at all hours – whenever an idea came to me.Sincere thanks also to

the journalist Wendy Grossman. Even though she hates me misusing her phrase ‘from money

that we understand to money that understands us’ in this way, it describes the direction of this

narrative so perfectly that I could not resist it.IntroductionMoney is the instrument and measure

of commerce.— Nicholas Barbon in A Discourse Concerning Coining the New Money Lighter

(1696)Here’s a story I came across. It has a ‘guy falls asleep under hypnosis and awakes a

century later to find a model society, then finds it’s all a dream’ narrative arc that is hard to read

with modern eyes, because the perfect society that the author imagines is a communist

superstate that looks like Disneyland run by Stalin. Everyone works for the government, and

since government planners can optimize production, the ‘inefficiency’ of the free market is

gone.The time traveller at the centre of the narrative is told by his host in the modern era, the

good Doctor Lette, that cash no longer exists. Instead, the populace use ‘credit cards’.* This

strikes me as rather unusual for a utopian vision since, as Nigel Dodd observes (Dodd 2014), 

utopias from Plato’s Republic to Star Trek don’t seem to include money at all, never mind chip

and PIN.While the author does not talk about phones, the Internet, aeroplanes or the

knowledge economy, he does make a couple more insightful predictions about the evolution of

money. When talking about an American going to visit Berlin, the good doctor notes how

convenient it is to use cards instead of foreign currency:‘An American credit card,’ replied Dr

Lette, ‘is just as good as American gold used to be’.What an excellent description of the world



after the end of the gold standard. However, I think that the most fascinating insight into the

future of money comes later in the book, when the time traveller asks his twenty-first-century

host ‘Are credit cards issued to the women just as to the men?’, the answer comes back:

‘Certainly’.The answer might alert you to the age of the text, which contains the first mention of

a credit card that I have found as part of a fictional narrative. The book is by Edward Bellamy

and is called Looking Backward, 2000–1887. It was written in 1886, a century before the credit

card became the iconic representation of money, and it was one of the best-selling books of its

day. I have a 1940s edition in front of me as I write (Bellamy 1946), so it was still being

reprinted sixty years later!The discourse on money in that book is a wonderful example of how

science fiction is not about the future but about the present: the retort ‘Certainly’ is clearly

intended to surprise the Victorian reader as much as the prediction of glass tunnels that

surround pavements when it rains. In this book I hope to develop a narrative just as surprising

to contemporary audiences and I intend to do so (while using technology as the driver of and

infrastructure for change) by following Bellamy’s example and looking to the social sciences to

make my predictions.Looking for narrativeAt the heart of this narrative there are two

relationships: that between the technology of money and wider technological evolution, and

that between the technology of money and the way that society thinks about money. To use a

famous illustration of this, scientists would have found it hard to imagine a clockwork universe if

they hadn’t first seen a clock.You can’t invent coins unless someone has already invented

smelting, you can’t invent banknotes without printing, you can’t have Western Union without

the telegraph, and so, rather obviously, on. But what is the technology of the present that will

helps us to think about the money of the future? Most people, I imagine, think about money as

$100 bills and gold in Fort Knox, €500 notes and plastic cards, £50 notes and the Bank of

England. This is the present paradigm, so far as the public and the politicians are concerned. I

think they are wrong. We are already living in the future, because the future of money began

back in 1971 when the US government severed the link between the world’s reserve currency

and anything physical at all (in that case, gold).We need to adjust our mental models of money

and start exploring the future paradigm, both to shape it and to see where it might take us.

Money existed before records began in ancient Babylon and money will continue to exist when

Bitcoin is long forgotten. But the money that the Babylonians used, the money that we use

today and the money that we will use in the future are all different. The way money works now

is the result of particular arrangements and institutional structures, not a law of nature.The

answer is 42A while back, The Atlantic magazine published a list of the fifty greatest

breakthroughs since the wheel (Fallows 2013). They asked a variety of eminent scientists,

historians and technologists to rank a list of innovations and then put them together into a

feature. Number 1 was the printing press, but what caught my attention was the appearance of

paper money at number 42. It made me think that in the great sweep of things the replacement

of stuff of some kind by records of some kind goes back a lot further – to the grain banks of

ancient Babylonia and to the marks made on cuneiform clay tablets – and extends right up to

the present day, where there are fascinating discussions going on around the use of

cryptography to manage distributed ledgers. Was paper money as big a technological

breakthrough as the clay tablet was to ancient Babylon or the blockchain may be to the

pervasive Internet?The interaction between money and the technology of money is more

complex and less well understood than you might think, given just how long both have been

around. As Jevons wrote, back in Victorian times (Jevons 1884):It is a misfortune of what may

be called the science of monetary technology, that its study is almost of necessity confined to

the few officers employed in government mints. Hence we can hardly expect the same



advances to be made in the production of money as in other branches of manufacture, where

there is wide and free competition.Well, that was then and this is now. The ‘science of

monetary technology’ is becoming more widely studied, and with the arrival of smart cards,

mobile phones and Bitcoin it has become easier than ever to create your own money and

experiment with it. Years ago my son was already trading World of Warcraft Gold via his iPhone

with insight and dexterity to match the best of Wall Street’s high-frequency traders. Now you

can download an app for the Brixton Pound on your smartphone and, even as I write, there are

kids in basements dreaming up the next DogeCoin and Drachma.Money erasIt is difficult to

see the trajectory of money when technologies that were invented in the 1960s (like the

magnetic stripe) or indeed the 1860s (like uniformly valued, nationally based paper US dollars)

exist alongside technologies that haven’t yet been fully invented (Maurer and Swartz 2014). It

seems to me that the credit crunch, the recession, the collapse of 2008 and a variety of debt

and currency crises are forcing many people to think about money, banking and the economy

in a way that they had not before. This in turn means that people are beginning to think about

using the technology of money to create new kinds of money, rather than using it to implement

digital versions of the money we have had for a generation.When the economy is pottering

along nicely, no one (least of all the politicians who are ‘in charge of’ the economy) stops to

wonder what money is, what banks do or what the disruptive impact of technological change

might be. I spend much of my working life looking at ways for banks, payments companies and

governments to exploit new technologies, and I often therefore have to think about how the

digital economy will evolve. Money is an essential part of that economy, but a common

assumption seems to be that it will carry on at it is now, as if the post-Bretton Woods fiat

currency is a natural phenomenon or the final stage of a directed evolutionary

process.Christine Desan, Leo Gottlieb Professor at the Harvard Law School, asks why, if

industrial-age capitalism was the result of the seventeenth-century ‘redesign’ of money, we do

not debate the design of money more, and I agree with her wholeheartedly (Desan 2014a). We

should. The structure of central banks, commercial banks and international institutions that we

have in the present comes from another age and must change. We did not have them in the

past and we will not have them in the future.The past: Money 1.0The first great innovation in

the world of finance – banking – predates money by some considerable time, having its origin

in the grain banks of the ancient Assyrian and Mesopotamian kingdoms. Five-thousand-year-

old cuneiform tablets refer to banking and foreign exchange, as well as secured and unsecured

lending. I imagine there are more, presumably lost to history, that refer to the Ishtar Bank being

bailed out after unwise speculation on bronze futures at the dawn of the Iron Age. Some 4,000

years ago the temples of Babylon were taking deposits and making loans, and by 750 bce

there was a sort of ‘Basel –1’ in The Code of Hammurabi.Money by that time was entries in a

not-at-all-shared ledger, recorded on clay tablets. Money as a commodity itself is a more recent

innovation. The first recognizable coins date from Lydia (in modern Turkey) more than

2,500 years ago.** These were made from electrum, an alloy of gold and silver, and their

central features (standardized weights for specie and some form of maker’s mark) spread

rapidly from there. King Alfred had a working system of mints up and running in ninth-century

England.Sumerian cuneiform-inscribed baked clay coins, c. 2900 bce. (Source: The National

Museum, Baghdad.)The next revolution – paper money – came from China. Noted financial

visionary Kublai Khan created a paper money system through the simple expedient of capital

punishment, instituting the death penalty for anyone who tried to use gold or silver instead of

accepting his paper money. As Marco Polo noted in The Travels of Marco Polo:Furthermore all

merchants arriving from India or other countries, and bringing with them gold or silver or gems



and pearls, are prohibited from selling to any one but the emperor [who] pays a liberal price for

them in those pieces of paper… And with this paper money they can buy what they like

anywhere over the empire.Subsequent Chinese rulers, unburdened by Kublai’s fiscal rectitude,

were responsible for the most dangerous implementation of the technology of paper money:

the fractional reserve. They calculated that so long as the merchants believed in the paper

money, it didn’t actually matter if there was any gold or silver or gems or pearls in the imperial

strongroom. They therefore succumbed to the inevitable temptation of quantitative easing and

began to print money willy, and very probably, nilly. Their paper currency system eventually

collapsed in hyperinflation (as I suppose they all do in the end) in the fourteenth century and

was not independently rediscovered by the next great crucible for monetary experiment – the

New World – until the Massachusetts Bay Colony began to issue fiat paper in 1698.Around the

same time as the technology of paper money was rebooted, the last great monetary innovation

of the pre-modern age, central banking, arose around the coffee houses of Amsterdam. What

were they smoking? But the idea spread, and in 1692 the Bank of England was created for the

admirable purpose of financing wars against France. France, incidentally, went on to become

the source of all sorts of crazy money experiments that ended in disaster: the assignats, John

Law’s land bank, the Latin Monetary Union and … the euro.The past begins with money as

debt in commodities and then a commodity (anything from grain to seashells to gold) or a claim

on such. The agricultural revolution led to the rise of cities and the dawn of banking and,

eventually, to coins. Stretching from antiquity to early modern times, the technological

implementations went from cuneiform to banknotes to printed cheques. The Industrial

Revolution then allowed these claims to move faster, by steam train rather than by horse, until

technology freed them from the constraints of physicality. The past is about money as

atoms.The present: Money 2.0The present era began in 1871, when Western Union started

formal electronic funds transfer (EFT) by telegraph and thus helped us to distinguish properly

between invention and innovation. At the time, Western Union’s management team turned

down the invention of the telephone, rather famously commenting:The ‘telephone’ has too

many short-comings to be seriously considered as a means of communication. The device is

inherently of no value to us.That’s management for you, you might say, but there was no more

reason for a telegraph company to catch the telephone wave than there was for Microsoft to

invent Google or, for that matter, for a bank to invent the successor to the payment card. But

were they crazy? It took twenty-five years for the telephone to make any serious dent in their

telegraph business (a business that peaked in 1929), and while Western Union sent their last

telegram a few years ago they still make serious money from EFT. Incidentally, just to reinforce

the point that money innovation can come from communications companies, rather than banks,

in 1914 Western Union gave some of their best customers a charge card for deferring payment

(without interest). I have a suspicion – although googling has failed to either confirm or deny it

– that the reason that payment cards are the size and shape they are today can be traced back

to that Western Union ‘metal money’.Innovation in banking is about sustained business

change. It is not delivering the same business using new technology (Gardner 2009).

Throughout this period, the business of finance and payments and investment changed utterly,

yet money remained the same, however loosely tethered to the physical by the bonds of

Bretton Woods. Personal wealth shifted from bank deposits to mutual funds. Cash shifted from

bank branches to ATMs. Payments went from cheques to credit cards. But the money stayed

the same.This period I classify as the present. It arrived with electronic communications –

when even paper became too substantial and too slow for society, and the invention of the

telegraph spurred the innovation of electronic money – and it still dominates the way that the



man in the street thinks about money. It is the prevailing paradigm, but it is not the truth (a

paradigm is a model, remember, not reality). The present, therefore, is about money as

information about physical things (paper that represents gold), or, to put it another way, bits

about atoms.The future: Money 3.0The steps to dematerialize money for consumers – those

major post-war innovations of payment cards and money market accounts – began to separate

payments and banking, just as money separated from value starting with the end of the gold

standard in the 1930s and finishing in 1971 when Nixon ended the US dollar’s convertibility.

These processes will be completed soon and the final step will come with the transition to the

mobile phone as the basic platform for financial services, for the simple reason that mobile

phones can accept payments as well as make them, thus ending the need for cash to pay

individuals. What kinds of innovation will this invention trigger? When money is completely

dematerialized, the cost of introducing new currencies will fall to zero: who will stick with

sterling when Facebook credits, electronic gold and the Brixton Pound are only a click away?

Thus, I claim that the future began back in 1971, when money became a claim backed by

reputation rather than by commodities of any kind. At this point, money became bits. The atoms

have gone. The only bodies able to provide reputational currencies to implement all the

functions of money (especially as a mechanism for deferred payments) were nation states, so

the idea of national fiat currencies as the only form of money became embedded. This kind of

money is now middle aged and its midlife crisis is just beginning. Its central dynamic is no

longer connectivity (since everything is connected to everything else) but community. We can

see a glimmer of the future in Facebook and eBay, Zopa and Zcash, PayPal and Craigslist. It is

the age of Reed’s Law, disconnection technology and the decoupling of currency from the

nation state.The pace of changeYou might well wonder why, if that future began a generation

ago and we are shifting to a cashless world where reputation is the prerequisite for

transactions, we are still using SWIFT to send US dollars from one bank account to another.

Well, people have always overestimated the speed of impact of new technology in money. More

than fifty years ago, in April 1965, an article in New Scientist magazine about the automation of

cheque clearing predicted that in a generation the transfer of money would be completely

automatic and ‘the payment of a birthday fiver from an uncle to a favourite nephew merely a

matter of direction and timing of electronic impulses’ (Sayers 1965). Within a year of this, the

first British credit cards were in customers’ hands, and a year after that Barclays launched

Britain’s first ATM (in Enfield, North London). A year later, in 1968, the precursor to the

Bankers’ Automated Clearing System (BACS) was formed and direct debits were launched. Yet

that birthday fiver was still sent by post. As it still was in 1975. And 1985. And 1995. Perhaps,

just perhaps, it went by PayPal in 2005, by which time BACS was processing two billion direct

credits per annum. But today? Today it could well be sent by PayM or Internet transfer, WeChat

or Venmo, Facebook or M-Pesa. So how will that birthday £500 (adjusted for inflation) wend its

way in 2025 to celebrate the diamond anniversary of that New Scientist prediction?

FuturologyHow can we begin to think about this redesign of money for a post-industrial age?

Well, we can begin with a modest step and then try to work forwards. While sketching the

outlines for this book in 2015 I was challenged to envisage the payments landscape in 2025. I

thought this challenge would be a good platform to stand on to try to see what impact the new

technology of payments might have on money itself.The first question to tackle was what

approach to take, just to reach that more limited goal of trying to picture payments at the

modest distance of a decade from now, when we can see that so much is going to change on

the technological, social, business and, most importantly of all, regulatory fronts? Well, one of

the techniques of futurologists trying to assess the magnitude and direction of technology-



induced change is to find an appropriate point in the past to compare with. If you want to

imagine the changes coming a generation from now, they would argue, you must look back two

generations into the past to correct for the accelerating pace of change.That line of thinking

suggests that if we want to imagine digital money a decade from now, we need to look back

two decades into the past and understand the landscape and dynamics of change. A simple

way of doing this (see figure 2) is to look at the technologies that support products in the

marketplace and, particularly, at the security needed to make them useful.A payments timeline:

products, technologies, security.This perspective-led approach makes good sense for the topic

at hand because the mid 1990s were a cusp in the co-evolution of payments, technology and

security. Twenty years ago, the world was experimenting with different kinds of debit

proposition, smart card technology, offline operation and ‘electronification’ in the mass-market

(salaries, benefits, bill payments and so on). Some debit systems failed and some succeeded,

but the experimentation began a period of growth that saw the debit card rise to become the

consumer’s instrument of choice while prepaid solutions began to spread in the mass market.

The march of electrification means that the direct debit has become the way that most

consumers pay most regular bills (eight out of ten UK adults have at least one). The rise of the

web led consumers and businesses to want new solutions, yet it was another decade before

the United Kingdom led the world in introducing instant payments (i.e. real-time transfers

between payment accounts held by regulated institutions). Despite ‘typically British’ scepticism,

the Faster Payment Service (FPS) has been an outstanding success (IBSintelligence 2013),

bringing us to the point where British consumers expect to be able to use their mobile phones

to send money from one account to another, instantly and reliably. Around the world countries

are following in these footsteps and evolving that infrastructure still further by bringing in more

sophisticated data representation and management to add the ability to carry value-adding

data along with the payment.Technology and timelineThe timeline in figure 2 also provides a

useful lesson about the interaction between payments and technology that we should keep in

mind as we attempt to look forward: in 1995 the financial sector was focusing on making the

most effective offline payment system possible (which led to the Europay–MasterCard–Visa

(EMV) standard that is used in all ‘chip and PIN’ cards) and using it to displace cash. It was

doing this just as the whole world went online, with the mobile phone already in use and the

web around the corner.In Europe, the smart card was used in a variety of electronic purse

schemes with the intention of displacing cash at retail point of sale. Most failed and had no

impact on the world of retail. In the United States, by comparison, we saw myriad efforts to

create Internet alternatives to cash and cheques, and while most of those also fell by the

wayside, one of them did not: PayPal. PayPal rode the existing rails to deliver a more

convenient service to consumers, something that the established players could have done, but

didn’t. Speaking simplistically, online won! But note that while the electronic purse failed, the

technology that was being used to deliver it to the mass market (the smart card) became so

widespread it is now unremarkable.It is very tempting when looking at the current landscape –

in fact it is irresistible – to see the current flurry of experimentation around Bitcoin through this

lens. It may well be that the new payment mechanism never obtains traction, any more than

Mondex or DigiCash did, and we will never use Bitcoins at the corner shop, but that the

evolution of the underlying technology, the shared ledger, turns into an infrastructure so

pervasive that it becomes as unremarkable as the smart card did. The World Economic Forum

certainly sees things this way: it says that new financial services infrastructure built on shared

ledger technology will ‘redraw processes and call into question orthodoxies that are

foundational to today’s business models’ (Bruno and McWaters 2016).We know where not to



look, and that’s on our desks. We are already past that inflection point. The installed base of

smartphones and tablets is already bigger than the installed base of desktop and laptop PCs.

The installed base of iOS devices alone will soon exceed the installed base of all PCs. By

2020, global shipments of PCs will be lower than global shipments of tablets (according to a

Statista prediction made in July 2015). But perhaps we should be looking beyond

smartphones? Just as the designers of 1995 set about building for an offline world just as it

went online, we should be thinking about the next infrastructure, not the current one. And this, I

strongly suspect, is the ‘Internet of Things’. The Thingternet (as I cannot resist calling it) will

naturally stimulate entirely different business models. As figure 3 shows, we can already see

these growing around us.The Thingternet mindset. (With acknowledgement to Smart Design/

Harvard Business Review, July 2015.)The impact of these changes will of course extend to

retail. The US Food Marketing Institute predicted that by 2025 customers would no longer wait

in lines to check out at grocery stores but would walk out of the door while a ‘frictionless

checkout’ would automatically account for products in their carts – and this prediction was even

made before Ebook TopsGo’s pilot store was unveiled. This is certain to impact the payments

business and not only drives us on towards cashlessness but also drives payments further

‘underground’ in retail environments.These trends pivot on the mobile phone of course, shifting

to an app-centric model, in which mobile devices coordinate fast, safe and transparent

solutions. As I write, one in five payments in Starbucks is already mobile, so this is hardly a

radical view. Now we have Android Pay and Ford Pay, Walmart Pay and CVS Pay, Tesco Pay

and Chase Pay. The trend is clear, cash drawers and tills are vanishing from retail, and this

means that retail transaction flows will be reconfigured.Using money in shops, over the phone,

on the web and to pay a friend will all become the same experience. Connected devices,

instant payments, strong authentication to a token held in tamper-resistant memory will be the

converged infrastructure for the invisible payment and will form a platform for the next

money.Where next?Think for a moment about the Cutty Sark, the famous old sailing ship that

is dry docked in Greenwich, London. It was a vessel known as a ‘tea clipper’, built for speed,

and at one time it was the fastest ship of its size afloat, famously beating the fastest steamship

of its time and doing the Australia-to-United Kingdom run in sixty-seven days. (Yes, I know

there’s no tea in Australia but the Suez Canal meant that she only carried tea for a few years

and was then set to work bringing wool up from down under.) When she was built, high speed

was economically important and there was considerable pressure from the tea companies to

get the fastest ships: they weren’t built just for the fun of it, or to show off technology, but

because of economic imperative.She was commissioned in 1869. Note the timing: the fastest

sailing ship was built well after the first steamships arrived. The first iron-hulled steamship, the

Aaron Manby, had crossed the English Channel in 1822. The first steamship with a screw

propeller, the Archimedes, had been built in Britain in 1839. Brunel’s iron-hulled, screw-driven

SS Great Britain had crossed the Atlantic in 1847. Christopher Freeman and Francisco Louca

(2001) summarize this crossover well:However, it had taken a fairly long time for the steamship

to defeat competition from sailing ships, which also began to use iron hulls. The competitive

innovations in sailing ships are sometimes described to this day as the ‘sailing ship effect’, to

indicate this possibility in technological competition for a threatened industry.In the long run,

the sailing ships vanished, except for leisure, and the steamships took over. But when the

steamships first came onto the scene they stimulated a final burst of innovation from the sailing

ship world, which then stimulated the building of some great ships as a kind of last

hurrah.Perhaps this ‘sailing ship effect’ can be applied to money. The Bitcoin blockchain is one

kind of shared ledger: one of the first steamships, the equivalent of the Archimedes. It isn’t the



kind of liner that eventually transports passengers across the Atlantic in unparalleled luxury

and it isn’t the kind of tramp steamer that transported most of the world’s goods to global

markets and it isn’t the kind of dreadnought with which Britannia used to rule the waves. It’s

the kind of steamship that shows that steamships work and sets off a chain of innovation that

triggers a sustainable change in the way that the world works.Let us imagine for a moment that

this tortured analogy holds and that the invention of the shared ledger will, just as the

steamship did, trigger one final round of innovation in the ‘legacy’ financial services

infrastructure (push payments exchanging fiat currencies between accounts held at regulated

financial institutions). Well, if Money 2.0 is going the way of the tea clipper, what will that

Money 3.0 steamship look like?Many years ago my colleague Neil McEvoy and I argued in

Wired magazine that while the new technologies for the medium of exchange were being

deployed in a reactionary fashion to bring improvements to the current money system of

national fiat currencies (i.e. the sailing ship effect, although we did not think of it in those terms

at the time), they would in future drive such decentralization and be used to create non-fiat

currencies (Birch and McEvoy 1996). Our argument was that emerging technologies –

particularly the synthesis of cryptographic software and tamper-resistant chips – would, we

said (as did many others), make the cost of entry into the currency ‘market’ quite small.Many

organizations beyond central banks and commercial banks might then wish to create private

money. This could be as a means of supplying credit, as envisaged by the Nobel-winning

economist Friedrich Hayek in 1970s, or it could be a means of encouraging customer loyalty,

as explored by lateral thinker Edward de Bono in the 1990s. There might also be idealistic

reasons, as explored by ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’, the mysterious inventor of the cryptographic

asset Bitcoin (Vigna and Casey 2015), and others since 2008. I will explore all these

possibilities in my ‘5Cs’ of money creation (central banks, commercial banks, companies,

communities and cryptography) in more detail later in this book, before settling on a narrative

for the ‘next money’ that is likely to surprise you.* He then goes on to describe what are in fact

offline pre-authorized debit cards, but that is by-the-by.** One of the only twelve of these coins

known to still exist was acquired by a Texan collector in August 2016 for an undisclosed

sum.Part IThe Past: Money That We UnderstandMoney is technologically equivalent to a

primitive version of memory.— Narayana Kocherlakota when at the Federal Reserve Bank of

Minneapolis (1997)Where did money come from? Money and banking go back together as far

as written records exist, and yet the origins of money are not entirely economic: from tribute as

well as from trade, from blood-money and bride-money as well as from barter, from ceremonial

and religious rites as well as from commerce, from ostentatious ornamentation as well as from

acting as the common drudge between economic men.As Yuval Noah Harari discusses in his

sweeping history of the human race Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind, it is easy to

remember who owes what obligation to whom in a kinship group but an economy of favours

and obligations is impossible to scale, especially once you add strangers. As we moved from

tribes and clans to settlements and kingdoms we needed technology to augment our

memories. At some point civilization reaches a point where technology takes over from

memory. This is the point where the past begins in our narrative.Chapter 1Money is a

technologyMoney talks because money is a metaphor, a transfer, a bridge…Money is a

specialist technology, like writing.— Marshall McLuhan (1964)Money is not a law of nature: it is

a human invention. What is more, the kind of money that we use today is a relatively recent

construct. It is in its forties and having something of a mid-life crisis. When Richard Nixon

ended the convertibility of the US dollar into gold in 1971, we entered the world of fiat currency

described in the introduction. From that day on, dollars have been backed by the full faith and



credit of the United States and nothing more. All the world’s currencies are now ‘pure

manifestations of sovereignty conjured by governments’ (Steil 2007b). That is why the talk of

‘virtual currency’ is misplaced. All currency is now virtual (i.e. bits): there is no gold in the Bank

of England to back my £5 note, and the $100 bill in my wallet has no claim over the gold in Fort

Knox.How did we end up with this kind of money? I’m not going to present a detailed history.

There are hundreds of good books about the history of money and I have no intention of

attempting to compete with them, or even summarize them here, but I do want to draw out a

specific thread around the historical impact of technology on money, and that is about the way

in which technology allows for the ‘moneyfication’ of debt (Graeber 2011a), converting a store

of value into a mechanism for deferred payment and then a medium of exchange that can in

turn become a unit of account. Moneyfication is a horrible word, but I hope you will come to see

why I use it to start the story of money’s past.The functions of moneyThe usual place to begin

in an examination of the impact of technology on something – and I am nothing if not

conservative in this respect – is to consider what that thing does. What does money do? Since

a great deal of the discussion about money is confused because of a lack of understanding

about the nature of money, let me begin by being clear on this topic. As most texts about

money begin by stating, money has four basic functions.It is a unit of account. The unit of

account does not, of course, have to have any physical reality. The European Currency Unit

(ECU) and the Special Drawing Right (SDR) are examples. Brazil’s transition from the cruzeiro

to the real began by establishing ‘units of real value’ as market-based units of account, and

gradually adding other functions as the currency moved to have status as a legal tender.It is an

acceptable medium of exchange. Whether it is packets of data or packets of Marlboro, money

is useless as a medium of exchange unless it is acceptable to both parties to a transaction.It is

a store of value. Unfortunately, inflation can erode the value of stored money no matter what

medium is chosen!It is a means for deferred payment. For a society to function, it must support

contracts between parties that include provision for future payment even when the store of

value is subject to inflation or other changes.Each of these functions may be implemented in a

different way. A favourite example of mine is that of the American colonies at the turn of the

eighteenth century. The colonists used sea shells (known as ‘wampun’) for their medium of

exchange: a form of cash borrowed from the Native Americans (who were, in effect, the central

bankers of this monetary system, converting the shells into animal pelts that were used to

store wealth and for external trade). The unit of account was the English pound (despite most

of the colonists having never even seen one) and the means for deferred payment was

bullion.A contract, then, might run like this: person A would contract with person B to pay ‘£10

in gold per annum for rent of the field’ or whatever. When the rent fell due, it would be

commuted to a £10 beaver pelt (since no one had any gold or silver, as the English refused to

export bullion to the colonies). The beaver pelt was purchased with wampum and barter goods.

The economy worked and the ‘money supply’ was based on commodities (pelts) and was

stable for many years, until over-harvesting led to a decline in the beaver population: as pelts

became scarce, the ‘exchange rate’ for wampun against pelts rocketed.Money as

memoryMoney didn’t start as coins manufactured to ease the burden of barter. Money existed

long before coins, as did banking (Davies 1995a). Five thousand years ago the societies of the

Near East were becoming civilizations and were already using money in the form of tokens

representing deposits, taxes due and so forth (Pringle 1998). These tokens initially seem to

have represented just three basic ‘currencies’, representing labour, grain and livestock (goats

and sheep), but as cities developed so new currencies soon emerged to represent

manufactured and finished goods (e.g. textiles). For the working stiff in the early Near Eastern



pre-metropolis, grain (barley) was the most important commodity, because that was how

wages were paid. (Barley was used to make both beer and bread: the staples of the ancient

diet.)Around the world a great many kinds of token have been in use at different times. Cowrie

shells, whale teeth and the stones of Yap have all served as tokens. Many of these tokens

became currencies: units of account against which other tokens were measured. These

currencies did not need to be a physical part of transactions to be useful.The currency in our

North American example above was the pound sterling. No one in North America had one of

these, almost no one had ever even seen one, and yet it functioned as an agreed unit of

account. This illustrates the important distinction between a money and a currency. Today, we

tend to associate currencies with nation states, and their values are, in essence, determined by

the ability of those states to obtain revenue. This idea – that decisions on currency are

ultimately driven by questions of state power – is what Charles Goodhart has called the

‘cartelist’ theory of money: that the evolution of money is linked to the needs of the state to

increase its power to command resources through monetization of its spending and taxing

power (see Kahn 2015). Currencies did not begin this way.To use just one illustration of this

point, note that there was a chocolate standard operating in central and southern America far

longer than there was a gold standard. In the Codex Mendoza – a manuscript commissioned in

1541 by Antonio de Mendoza, the first Spanish Viceroy of the newly conquered Mexico, and

now in Oxford’s Bodleian Library – there is a wonderful exhibit from economic history. It is a

copy of the ‘Tribute Roll’, listing 400 towns paying annual dues to the Aztec emperor. The unit

of account was cocoa beans and we even know roughly what they were worth because a list of

commodity prices from the area in 1545 gives the exchange rates:1 good turkey hen = 100

cacao beans,1 turkey egg = 3 cacao beans,1 fully ripe avocado = 1 cacao bean and1 large

tomato = 1 cacao bean.The first people to grow cocoa were the Maya, who used the beans as

a barter currency to exchange for food or clothes, as well as for preparing the bitter drink

xocoatl (apparently nothing like today’s hot chocolate). The Aztecs eventually seized the Mayan

land and adopted the beans for trade.Why did it catch on? To be used as a currency, so that

tokens representing a claim on it have value, a commodity needs to be rare or precious. Cocoa

owed its value to the difficulties inherent in growing the tree and producing the beans (the low

yield made it an expensive commodity) and this made the beans a useful means of exchange.

They were fungible (that is, any bean could function in the place of any other bean) and could

be divided up. It was a money that had the advantage of encouraging profit without causing

miserliness, since the beans did not function as a standard of value and were not hoarded.

Those accumulating beans of their own were more tempted to eat them than plant them. For a

standard of value, the Aztecs instead tended to use large white cotton cloths (quachtli) that

represented, in essence, a ‘proof of work’ (a precursor to the Bitcoin blockchain, I

suppose).The beans provided a stable, widespread and long-lived currency even though they

were not a store of value. Henry Hawks, a merchant who spent five years in Central America,

wrote in 1572 that in Guatemala the beans ‘goeth currently for money in any market or faire,

and may buy any flesh, fish, bread or cheese, or other things’ (Einzig 1966). In 1712 a royal

decree in Brazil listed cacao beans, cloves, sugar and tobacco as commodities that legally

circulated as money and noted that troops were paid in these commodities. In nineteenth-

century Nicaragua, 100 beans would have bought you a slave.The cacao beans must have

worked well as money: they were observed still being used as ‘small-change’ money in Central

American markets in the mid 1850s. And, as the final confirmation that they were real money,

they were counterfeited: fraudsters would extract the chocolate from inside the beans and

replace it with mud of an equivalent weight!DebtWhat did these currencies, from barley to gold



and from cocoa to sterling, measure? David Graeber makes a case for a simple answer: debt

(Graeber 2011b). He observes that the difficulty in the ‘chartalist’ position (from the Latin

charta, or token) is to establish why people would continue to trust a token, rather than a

commodity, as society develops and points out that the chartalist version of currency (see the

later discussion about the Irish bank strike) means providing sufficient token claims against

different commodities, whether those are cocoa beans, sea shells, copper axes or anything

else.However, in order to allow everyone even in a medium-sized city to be able to carry out a

significant portion of their transactions in such a currency would require millions of tokens and

associated guarantees (Graeber 2011b). I should say that while I agree that this would have

mitigated against the continued use of tokens in the cities of the pre-industrial and industrial

economies, I do not see this as a practical barrier to economic activity in a world of social

networks, mobile phones and cryptography, but that is a discussion we will return to later in the

book. The key point is that once civilization reaches a certain complexity, money emerges as a

claim on debt rather than as a representation of tokens, and it is this debt money that is the

origin of our money today.We know that debt accompanied civilization. We know that interest

rates were set in three primary civilizations – Bronze Age Sumer, classical Greece and Rome –

at the beginning of their commercial evolutions and remained remarkably stable over the

course of each society’s development. On an annualized basis, the rate for each new society

was lower than that for its predecessor, beginning with 20 per cent for Mesopotamia, where

archaeological finds of clay tablets show a remarkably liquid market in personal promissory

notes (Goetzmann 2016). Later, in classical Greece, rates fell to around 10 per cent; and then

in Rome they were a little over 8 per cent (Hudson 2000). Debt and interest were part of the

warp and weft of civilization from the very beginning.Debt makes for a different perspective on

the use of technology to provide money. Money as debt is measured in a unit of currency that,

to the credit theorists, is not the measure of the value of an object but an implicit measure of

one’s trust in other human beings. This element of trust, of course, makes everything more

complicated. As society evolves, and trust does not scale, these values begin to

diverge.Economic history provides many examples in which the debt used as a medium of

exchange was never short-maturity or demandable and therefore must have integrated that

measure of trust. The type of longer-maturity notes known as bills of exchange were widely

used as a form of payment among merchants until the twentieth century: they were, in effect,

instruments created as means for deferred payment that then became stores of value because

people would hold them as well as use them to facilitate trade.
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Eric Grover, “The evolution of money and its delivery systems. In Before Babylon, Beyond

Bitcoin payments consultant and thought-leader – an accolade given casually too often, David

Birch discusses the evolution of money and its enabling technologies. With Bitcoin’s breaking

$4000, Apple Pay, Android Pay and Chinese mobile payments Phenoms Alipay and WeChat

Pay capturing headlines, Birch’s optimistic oeuvre is topical.His enthusiasm for the subject,

cleverness and wit are on full display as he waltzes the reader through several millennia of

monetary history, from Lydian gold-and-silver alloy coins, Chinese emperor Kublai Khan’s fiat

paper currency, King Henry the First’s tally sticks – pieces of wood recording debt, the greatest

payments innovation of the last century general-purpose bankcard networks, failed e-purses,

to mobile wallets and cryptocurrencies in the 21st century. The enabling technologies march

forward but money serves the same purpose for the 21st century New Yorker it did for the 1st

century Roman.Birch often conflates technology and money. Money is a means of exchange,

store of value and unit of account, and critically a network relying on technology, trust and

generally government sanction. A dollar is a dollar, however, whatever technology’s employed

to store and spend it, whether it’s a paper note, four quarters, or electronic bits in a DDA,

PayPal, a prepaid account or receivable. Electronic delivery platforms amplify money’s social

and commercial utility.Two Birches jockey. The payments mastermind has strong opinions

about the ingredients of better payments mousetraps, what Mondex should have done in the

nineties and rails against cash. The mastermind’s frustrated with people’s innate conservatism

in payments, declaring “Money is a field in which conservatism – preserving the status quo is

very definitely a bad thing. Caution is not the best course of action.” People are reluctant to

abandon the tried and true. Innovation is all well and good, but new money or systems for

managing payments must be compellingly better than what they attempt to displace.Birch

laments the failure of electronic purses such as Mondex, Danmont, and Proton and banks’

strategies introducing them, in the nineties. With cards, cash and checks neither consumers

nor merchants had an obvious payments problem at the physical pos. But online, Digicash,

CyberCash, First Virtual, Beenz, and Flooz also failed. Traditional card systems were good

enough and had network critical mass.In the 21st century successful new payment systems

such as PayPal, Alipay, WeChat Pay and M-Pesa had paths to critical mass compellingly

solving big problems. PayPal solved the payment challenge on EBay. In the shadow of

monopoly card network China Unionpay, Alipay built critical mass on marketplace Alibaba.

WeChat Pay catapulted to formidability on Tencent’s gaming and chat platforms. And in

emerging markets like Kenya and Tanzania, M-Pesa succeeded competing with insecure and

inconvenient cash.Then there’s Birch the proto-Hayekian who believes in the dynamic

intelligence and innovative capacity of competition and decentralized decision making.

Advances in the technology of money have been spurred by competition, spearheaded by

private-sector actors, and adopted most rapidly in markets where cash reigned supreme and

traditional retail-card payment networks and banks were weak.He allows government should

control money. Nevertheless, Birch cites former Bank of England governor Mervyn King’s

speculation central banks could become extinct and channels Cato’s George Selgin observing

“The production of money does not have the properties of a natural monopoly.”Competing

currencies would better discipline and encourage innovation than monopoly central banks.



Birch notes people can deal with multiple currencies. And where existing money and payment

systems don’t serve, mutually consenting adults are resourceful finding ways to transact,

notwithstanding government restrictions. Africans evade government mandates to transact in

shaky currencies by transacting in dollar-denominated airtime.In the 21st century, however,

governments enjoy money monopolies, reap seignorage and debase currencies. Some

governments threw in the towel, typically adopting the dollar. Ecuador and Panama outsourced

monetary policy to the Fed. Inflation in Zimbabwe reached 89.7 sextillion percent. The

economy dollarized because Zimbabweans refused to transact in Zimbabwean dollars.

Permitting competition in money as in every other realm would improve performance and

innovation.It’s fashionable to trash gold as a relic. In that regard Birch doesn’t disappoint. But

digital bills backed by gold would retain its timeless benefits, except perhaps for anonymity, and

have none of its disadvantages. For example, Gold Money provides fiat-currency debit cards

drawing on gold accounts. Gold isn’t the only asset one could draw in lieu of dollars, euros or

pounds, with a debit card. Xapo offers debit cards with bitcoin accounts.Birch is provocative,

speculating “Selfie money should have little trouble getting popular acceptance”. Why not?

Digital dollars might carry the bearer’s picture and/or fingerprint replaced on payment by the

new bearer’s.Like most payments gurus Birch is passionately anti-cash. However, while

electronic payment systems will continue to displace cash, it still has enormous utility and isn’t

going away in Birch’s lifetime.Money and payment systems matter. For curious millennials to

baby boomers, and payments professionals pondering futureproofing existing payment

systems or challenging them, Birch’s Before Babylon, Beyond Bitcoin is an accessible,

engaging and eminently worthwhile read.”

Gunnar Peterson, “From there he distills the key themes around what makes them useful such

as use as a medium of exchange. A signature of Dave Birch's work is his ability to trace the

contours of the impact from new technologies inside of an historical context. In this book he

does a deep dive of what drove financial innovation for a wide variety of cultures across the

centuries. From there he distills the key themes around what makes them useful such as use

as a medium of exchange, and/or as means of deferred payment. Then he uses this lens to

analyze new financial technologies like Blockchain, Ripple, and many others.The combined

effect helps to discern between what is an incremental improvement on a solved (or mostly

solved) problem versus some things which are fundamentally new. Beyond his witty, engaging

style and breadth and depth knowledge, what really makes this work resonate is the author's

extensive field work. In the trenches illustrations of rolling out new technologies like M-PESA

and Mondex show the logistics of shipping a new technology in vivid detail.”

Jordan, “Balanced & Informed. The author is well-versed in payments and money & the book

does a good job of introducing the reader to the technological & social landscapes of both

markets. A welcome, balanced departure from the black & white world of zealots & critics. One

of my favorite books on the topic for its practical implications.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Readable and thought provoking.”

Roman, “Five Stars. nice”

Grequ, “Great book about money. One of the best books about money once read. Gives

perspective and few analyzing facts like the one that most of the transaction with high value

bancnot are for illegal activities which is so obviously once you think about it”



Dion F. Lisle, “An easy guide to Money, Past, Present and Future.. Having heard David speak

at many Fintech conferences and spoken to him directly over coffee as well as an occasional

beer, this book is like a conversation with Dave. Intriguing, a wee bit snarky, very engaging and

completely enlightening. The best part is I always come away smarter. Dave adroitly weaves

the history of money and some politics and human behavior with where it melds to our identity

and delivers a future state that is both exciting and scary. The book moves quickly, yes a book

about money's history and future that moves quickly. I finished the first 189 pages on a flight

home from the UK, followed by sitting down at home and finishing it an afternoon.For any non-

Fintech nerds considering Dave's book, let me assure you it is accessible to the non-Fintech

nerds too, Dave's writing style is engaging and his historical antic-dotes are entertaining. He

has a wry British sense of humor of course, that I find wholly engaging and entertaining. If you

want to get a good idea of why money works the way it does and will work differently in the

future, Dave is the perfect guide to the journey.”

Trikon, “Five Stars. Thought provoking. Makes a compelling case for a radical change as to the

future of money”

Mark M., “Excellent read - David is a master communicator. Only read two chapters so far but

ease of reading and depth of knowledge really shines through”

R W Prescott A/C, “... disagree with the review posted earlier commenting this is good for

Trade People. I disagree with the review posted earlier commenting this is good for Trade

People..., it is an excellent background and discussion on the concept of Money, the historical

elements really help put things in perspective. The discussion on the future trends as well as

the platforms and foundation concepts is an excellent starting point to understand the radical

changes that Blockchain and Crypto Currencies are having and will have globally on money. I

have worked in Payments Technology for a long time and really enjoyed getting a better

understanding of some of the why questions I had, as well as making me apply a different lens

to money. Highly recommend the book.”

Cliente de Ebook Tops, “Todo bien. Excelente libro”

The book by David Birch has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 25 people have provided feedback.
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